This research group presentation focuses on our work in extracting and utilizing natural language clues from source code to improve software maintenance tools. We demonstrate the valuable information that can be gained from a software system's identifiers, literals, and comments. We then present an overview of our extraction process, program representation, and a set of tools we have developed using this natural language program analysis.
Introduction and Motivation
Throughout the life cycle of an application, between 60-90% of resources are devoted to modifying the application to meet new requirements and to fix faults [1] . Building effective software tools is important to reduce these high maintenance costs. In our research, we have observed strong indicators that there are many natural language clues in program literals, identifiers, and comments that could be leveraged to increase the effectiveness of many software tools.
For the past two years, our research group has been investigating how to best extract and utilize natural language clues from code. We call this kind of analysis, Natural Language Program Analysis (NLPA), since it combines natural language processing techniques with program analysis to extract natural language information from the source program. Using NLPA, we have developed techniques and integrated tools that assist in performing software maintenance tasks, including program understanding, navigation, debugging, and aspect mining.
Thus far, we have focused on NLPA tools that identify scattered code segments that are somehow related: whether it be to search through code to understand a particular concern implementation, Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). PASTE'07 June 13-14, 2007, San Diego, California, USA. ACM 978-1-59593-595-3/07/0006. to mine aspects, or to isolate the location of a bug. Our existing NLPA tools combine program structure information such as calling relationships and code clone analysis with the natural language of comments, identifiers, and maintenance requests. Although we have only begun to explore the potential of NLPA, our various experimental results motivate further investigation of NLPA for software tools.
We believe that NLPA can be used to (a) increase the accuracy of software search tools by providing a natural language description of program artifacts to search, (b) improve the ability of program navigation tools to recommend related procedures through natural language clues, and (c) increase the accuracy of other program analyses by providing access to natural language information.
Presentation Overview
This group presentation will begin with examples to demonstrate the valuable natural language information that can be extracted from programs. We will then present an overview of our program representation for NLPA and the extraction process to build this representation. A student will present our lessons learned in natural language clue extraction and current work on improving the extraction process. To show how this analysis can be used to improve software tools, students will describe the set of tools we have built using NLPA, including Find-Concept [3] for search and navigation, iTimna [4, 6] which is a machine learning-based aspect miner in which we have recently integrated NL with traditional program analysis features, and Dora, which combines NLPA-based heuristics to identify a relevant call graph window for program maintenance. The presentation will conclude with some posed discussion questions. We now provide an overview of each short presentation.
Applying NLPA

Concern Location
The research community agrees that object-oriented programming, which can be viewed as noun-oriented, causes concerns to become scattered [2, 7] , and we argue that many of these scattered concerns are action-oriented because of the natural tension between objects and actions [5] . Thus, we have focused on NLP analysis that captures the relations between actions (verbs) and the objects (nouns) that these actions act upon, i.e., direct objects in English. We have been using this NLP information to connect related, scattered code segments, which often have long, obscure chains of structural links between them.
To leverage this program information, we process source code to extract verb-DO pairs. We have designed a novel program model, the action-oriented identifier graph (AOIG), that represents the occurrences of verbs and direct objects (DOs) in a program, as implied by the usage of user-defined identifiers [5] .
The particularities of source code structure can frustrate a search engine's ability to find relevant code segments. We use NLPA to deduce each method's purpose and create an easy-to-search source code representation, the AOIG. For instance, a direct search over source code, such as the lexical search "add auction", will not find all relevant entries, such as method add entry (which actually adds an auction to a list). We use NLPA to determine that the method add entry actually "adds an auction" by analyzing its parameter types (type AuctionInfo).
We have created a prototype code search tool, Find-Concept, that searches the AOIG instead of unprocessed source code, often leading to more effective searches [3] . Find-Concept also leverages the AOIG's structure and NLP techniques to assist the user in expanding her initial query into a more effective query (e.g., by using synonyms). In an experimental evaluation, Find-Concept performed more consistently and more effectively than a state-of-theart competitor (a plugin to Google Desktop).
Our work on Find-Concept exposed some limitations of our initial AOIG Builder [5] for extracting verbs and their direct objects from source code. We found that common method naming conventions follow a relatively small number of patterns, and so we created a set of rules to identify instances of each pattern. In most cases, our approach extracted the correct verb-DO pair. In the cases where our approach failed, we extracted incorrect pairs for two reasons: either the statistical part-of-speech tagger component of the AOIGBuilder failed due to programming specific terms or, more commonly, no rule existed for a given naming convention.
We have been adding new rules to account for previously unknown naming conventions and also manually supplementing the part-of-speech tagger to correctly tag words specific to programming. For example, our initial approach would return the verb-DO pair <run, unknown> for the method run() in the class IReportCompiler. However, we believe that the pair <compile, ireport> is more appropriate because the method is "running the IReportCompiler" which reduces to "compiling the ireport". Through identifying commonly occurring patterns, we hope to generate a more accurate and comprehensive set of verb-direct object pairs for a given code segment.
Aspect Mining
To realize the benefits of AOP, developers must refactor active and legacy code bases into an AOP language. When refactoring, developers first need to identify refactoring candidates, a process called aspect mining. Humans mine using a variety of programanalysis-based features, such as call graph degree. However, existing automatic aspect mining approaches only use a single programanalysis-based features. Thus, each approach finds only a specific subset of refactoring candidates and is unlikely to find candidates which humans find by combining characteristics. We have created a framework, Timna, that uses machine learning to combine program analysis characteristics and identify refactoring candidates. Previously, we evaluated Timna and found that it was an effective framework for combining aspect mining analyses [4] .
Most previous work in automatic aspect mining, including Timna, leverage program analyses exclusively. To evaluate Timna's effectiveness, we annotated every refactoring candidate in a substantial Java program. We began identifying candidates using only program analyses clues, yet we found that often natural language clues reinforced the program analyses clues. For instance, two methods that are often called in the same method body are often refactoring candidates. These methods also usually had names which were opposites of each other, such as "open" and "close". iTimna uses these program analyses and natural language clues together to more effectively identify refactoring candidates. In our initial evaluation, iTimna (i.e., Timna with NL features added) reduces the misclassification rate by 38%, as compared to Timna [6] .
Program Exploration
By visualizing calling relationships of a program, a software maintainer can quickly identify and comprehend large portions of code relevant to a maintenance task. Unfortunately for today's software sizes and complexity, call graphs are prohibitively large and unwieldy for use by the software engineer. We have been examining how natural language program analysis, combined with program structure and context information, can be leveraged to focus a software engineer on a relevant window of a program's call graph.
We have developed a prototype Eclipse plug-in, Dora: the Program Explorer, that creates a relevant call graph window and displays the window to the software engineer. Starting with a seed method and a natural language description of the bug to be fixed or feature to be added, Dora limits how many calling edges are included in the relevant call graph window in any direction (from callers or to callees) by comparing how relevant the terms used in the method and comments are to the natural language description of the maintenance task. Initial evaluation with Dora suggests that even just considering the relevance of method names can significantly limit the call graph window to a viewable size, while including all relevant methods to the maintenance task at hand.
Conclusions
We have conducted several experimental studies to evaluate our initial use of NLPA. Our results are promising, motivating further investigation of NLPA for software tools and exploring other applications of NLPA. Specifically, we pose the following discussion points for the PASTE community:
• What open problems faced by software tool developers can be solved or mitigated by NLPA? • How might NLPA be applied to current research projects to advance the state of the art? • Under what circumstances is NLPA not useful?
